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WHY A FOOT?-“The human foot is a masterpiece 

of engineering and a work of art.” Leonardo da 
Vinci

Da Vinci Legacy ( “The human foot 

is a masterpiece of engineering 

and a work of art.”)Vinci’s

Postgraduate School at Central 

Research Institute of Prosthetics 



Causes of Amputations
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An Open Letter to Colleagues

• Many companies are doing a great job creating new means of treating people. 
However, the problem is so complicated and complex that is difficult to embrace all 
possible combinations of medication for all diseases; we should combine our efforts 
and knowledge to resolve health problems.

• Today, we are students, teachers, programmers, 
engineers, doctors, managers, sportsmen, even 
supermen )

• Tomorrow we are patients.
• We are aging, our relatives and friends are aging, and sooner or later, we will 

encounter these problems.

• I would appreciate feedback from any who wants to participate in bringing new ideas 
to the table of treatment and health improvement or has a suggestion or preliminary 
comment before it becomes too late.

   Dr. Boris Farber, Director of Science at the Central Research Institute of Prosthetics, 

    Vice President of the Biomechanical Society



Acknowledgments:  The fundamental ideas of our research are results of 

many years of discussing TRIZ applications with Genrich Saulovich 

Altshuller.

In all our projects, we implement classical TRIZ in combination with 

Mathematical Modelling and Science

 

The research is a result of creative, dedicating and enthusiastic efforts of TRIZ Biopharma 

International LLC & Noigel LLC , Scientists Team, colleagues and partners. We thank our colleagues. 
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TRIZ innovation Roadmap in Bioengineering
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ISHIKAVA DIAGRAM FOR MDR-FIGHTING
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TRIZ MUST:

“SMART” Bacteria can be only conquer 

by Smart Methods of Treatment



The real effectiveness of existing drugs
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Our Methods of developing New Paradigms in medical field are 

based on:

1.Classical TRIZ  
2.Mathematical Modeling
3.Multiple synergisms
4.Modern Science, design, and technologies in 

numerous different fields. 

• TRIZ Biopharma International LLC & Noigel 
LLC  are  the only pharma companies in the 
World that apply TRIZ to all pharma projects



The real effectiveness of existing drugs
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Properties of classical drugs

A precisely conservative chemical structure

The "slippage effect" refers to the change in a person's receptor apparatus 

over time. This can cause a loss of effectiveness in certain medications and 

substances, such as ACE inhibitors which have been extensively studied.

The drug cannot independently adapt to reduce the 

"slippage effect" or mutations of the causes of infections.

It is uncommon for these drugs to have an effectiveness 

rate above 50%, as not everyone has the same receptor 

apparatus.



Properties of dynamical drugs

Slide 26

A single polymer, such as a protein, DNA, RNA, polysaccharide or tannin, can 

produce millions of derivatives within one mole of substance, despite having a 

complex and irregular structure. This is achieved by partially modifying the 

internal groups of the polymer, such as lysines in a protein or amino groups in 

DNA or RNA. Each structure is tailored to fit the receptor of a specific patient, 

making it one among many but uniquely suited to the individual.

Even if there is a mutation or polymorphism in the receptor that causes a delay, 

the drug may still work. This is because there could be other variations of the 

same drug that were not effective earlier but can still be beneficial.

When microorganisms and viruses mutate, drugs can still be effective because 

they have millions of similar structures among which at least one can target 

the mutated version. This is because drugs contain predictive structures that can 

identify and target even non-existent targets.



Classic R & D vs. NOIGEL R&D approach  
The degree of freedom (variability, 

adaptability)

Classical approach  2-

5 drugs for synergy

Human organism 

receptors mutation as 

result            (slippage 

effect)

Microorganisms, Viruses 

mutations, drug resistance

Dynamic Drugs &

Self-adaptation

Future self- adapted 

dynamic drugs and vaccines
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 Groups of Quasi-life Self-assembled Drugs

Slide 28

Groups of Drugs

Agonists Antagonists Vaccines

Principle of effectiveness: Maximum quantity of derivatives in one volume

Partially acylated:

 Interferons

 Interleukines

 Insulines

 Immunoglobins

 Adenosine Deaminase

 Trypsin

 Pepsin

 Papain

Antisense  DNA,

RNA based on partially

acylated oligonucleotides

Partially acylated

Vaccine antigens

Lipopolysaccharides

Peptides

Glycolipids

Exo- and Endotoxins

Muramilpeptides



Algorithm of classical drug design

Slide 29

Classic 

methods

Methods for 

systems with 

imprecise 

structures

Creation of 3D model

Optimization of the structure 

based on methods of 

molecular mechanics

Refinement and optimization 

of the inhibitor structure 

with the use of 

semiempirical methods

Actual effectiveness: 

10-15%, which is 

100 times higher

than that of the 

screening method

Use of long-known structures (amino acids in 

protein and mononucleotides in DNA and RNA as 

inhibitor components)  to create an inhibitor through 

the BIO+ method. 

Selection of an inhibitor as an ANTIPODE by 

charge and architectonic inhibitor surface due to 

the partial modification of structures docking 

with Fourier transformation based on 

neural networks)

Actual effectiveness: 45-60%



Disadvantages of Classic (static) drugs 

30

1) Static conservative chemical structures.

2) The presence of a “slippage effect” (change in the receptor 
sensitivity and response to the same medication over time) : 

a) Diminished or loss of efficacy drugs over the time treating 
Hypertension, Diabetes etc. 

b) The Multidrug resistant (MDR) infections due to antibiotics inability 
to adapt to new receptors and new microorganisms defense factors 
and mutations as result  antibiotic function develop “slippage 
effect”.      Similar development  tumor resistance  to therapy over 
time observed in oncology related to chemotherapeutic drugs 
“slippage effect”. 



Agonist modeling (non-fermented whole molecules)

Slide 31

From the x-ray bank, a known structure is taken

 (interferon, interleukine, etc.)

A structure is built by a program according to empirical data

The quantity of  lysine amino groups, histidines, serines, 

and threonines accessible for modification is calculated

The necessary level of modification is calculated that 

will provide for the maximum quantity of various derivatives 

from one volume of solution

As a result, there is an increase in the activity of these modified 

proteins by a factor of 10-1000, an increase in the spectra and 

breadth of activity, and effectiveness in the population is up to 100%.

The activity increase is facilitated by changing the proteins' molecular 

charge to negative, which increases its affinity to its own receptors.



Grand Idea
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Illustration

Instead of one “key” for one “lock” (the principle of a classic drug with a conservative structure), we 

propose a selection of “skeleton keys”: a group of many similar molecules that “open” many “locks” 

and adapt to the target. This facilitates a practically 100% effectiveness rate and a maximally wide 

spectrum of drug activity

To survive, rate of Pathogen 

Microorganisms “innovations” faster 

than rate of new classical  drugs 

development.

This is time to find another, Dynamic 

way to fight  Patogen Microorganisms



IP:
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US Patent Application 2012/0130699

PCT WO 2021/070968

EA Patent 025399



The Philosophy of Drug 

Design for Dynamic 

Drugs



Agents of Protein Acylation

Acylation agents that change a protein’s 

 molecular charge

Slide 35

Succinic

anhydride

Maleic

anhydrine

Aconitic

anhydride

Acetic

anhydride



Change of molecular charge to negative after

 acylation (succinylation, maleylation, aconitylation)

Slide 36

Positive 

charges

Negative 

charges



Albuvir Contains more than 1 million acylated 

peptides. It effectively inhibits the process of 

nuclear importation of viral polynucleotides 

from those viruses that depend on the cell 

nucleus (FLU, HERPES VIRUSES)

fRNA Contains more than 100,000 acylated 

oligo-RNAs. Only adenocarcinomas and 

macrophages have  the ability to pick up 

oligonucleotides. The acylated oligonucleotides 

that have been picked up selectively bond with 

their predecessors, inactivating them. These 

predecessors are cancer RNA: transport, 

matrix, and ribosomal. Basically, there is a 

full cessation of protein synthesis only in the 

adenocarcinoma cells (healthy cells do not 

pick up negatively charged oligonucleotides)

Examples of dynamical drugs

Slide 37



Examples of dynamical drugs

Slide 38

Dynamic Insulin has shown high biological activity when ad-ministered orally 

in rats with alloxan diabetes. The system promoted reduction in glucose level to 10 

mmol/L on average, and maintained this level within 24 hours after a single 

application. It can be considered a candidate for development and implementation 

in the capacity of oral insulin. Efficiency of the preparation was confirmed in 

animals by using both fasting and glucose load. 

Dynamic antibiotics instead of a single antibiotic molecule, such as 

polymyxin, contains thousands of derivatives with incompletely substituted 

hydroxyl and amino groups. They have a broader spectrum of action and are 

effective against multidrug-resistant bacteria.



1. An antiviral drug Albuvir that has the ability to 

change or adapt to different viruses is known as a 

dynamic antiviral drug



Genomic 

Nuclear 

DNA

Nuclear

Membrane

a-, b-importins

with Viral genome

The mechanism of the penetration of a viral 

genome through the nuclear membrane

Slide 40



Albuvir’s mechanism of action

Slide 41

Genomic 

Nuclear 

DNA

Nuclear

Membrane

a-, b-importins

with Viral DNA

Albuvir



IP and Publication
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1. The antiviral composition contains a mixture of acylated peptides. US11,339,502, 

Date of Patent: 24.05.22
2. Farber B.S., Martynov A.V., Kleyn I.R. Creation of New Medical Drugs Based on Triz and Computer Mathematical Modeling. 

AMI. 2018.4. P. 15-34. doi: 10.5281 / zenodo.2547580 ,       

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330969812_Farber_BS_Martynov_AV_Kleyn_IR_2018_CREATION_OF_NEW_ME

DICAL_DRUGS_BASED_ON_TRIZ_AND_COMPUTER_MATHEMATICAL_MODELING_Annals_of_Mechnikov_Institute_4_

15-34_httpdoiorg105281zenodo2547580

3. Martynov A., Farber B. Quasi-life self-organizing systems: based on ensembles of succinylated derivatives of interferon-

gamma. Current medicinal chemistry. 2011. 18. 22. P. 3431-3436.  https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/21728956/

4. Martynov A. V., Farber B. S., Kabluchko, T. V. Synthesis of the ensembles from succinylated interleukin-2 derivatives and 

their biological activity in vitro. ScienceRise, 2015. 11.14 (16). P. 25-30.  http://journals.uran.ua/sciencerise/article/view/53985

5. Martynov A., Didenko G., Farber B., Cruts O. The anticancer activity of antisense micro RNA (fRNA) in combination with the 

lectin from Bacillus subtilis B‐7025. Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmacology. 2018. 70(6). P. 732-739.  

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29520790/

6. Martynov A., Bomko T., Farber B. S., Nosalskaya T. N.,  Kleyn I. Synthesis of dynamic riboflavin derivatives and the study of 

their ability to urease photoinactivation. Annals of Mechnikov Institute. 2019. 3. P. 44-49.  

http://journals.uran.ua/ami/article/view/185602

7. Martynov A. V., Bomko T. V., Nosalskaya T. N., Farber B. S. Oral long-acting pharmaceutical form of insulin on the basis of 

the self-organizing qvasi-living system of combinatorial peptides. Annals of Mechnikov Institute. 2012. 2. P. 64-70.  

http://journals.uran.ua/ami/article/view/185602                                                                              

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336211616_Martynov_AV_Bomko_TV_Farber_BS_Nosalskaya_TN_Kleyn_I_2019_

SYNTHESIS_OF_DYNAMIC_RIBOFLAVIN_DERIVATIVES_AND_THE_STUDY_OF_THEIR_ABILITY_TO_UREASE_PHOT

OINACTIVATION_Annals_of_Mechnikov_Institute_3_44-49_h

8. Martynov A. V., Babkin N., Zheynova, N. Antiviral activity of the albuvir in models vesicular stomatitis virus and human herpes 

virus type 1 in vitro. Scientific Bulletin of Lviv National University of Veterinary Medicine and Biotechnology named Gzhytsky. 

2011.2. N. 1. P. 181-184.

9. Albuvir, the First and Only New-Generation Anti-Viral Drug. ttps://slideplayer.com/slide/15110346/#

10. Farber, B., Martynov, A., & Kleyn, I. (2020). Reproduction and apoptosis of EBV-latent infected cells under influence a TRIZ-

created antiviral drugs. Annals of Mechnikov's Institute, (3), 58-67.   https://zenodo.org/record/4038923#.YfTgqerMI2w



IP: The antiviral composition contains a mixture of 

acylated peptides 

Slide 43

Patent US 11339502

PCT 2018/231093

EA202090756

 



2. A dynamic anticancer drug is a 

medication that is effective in fighting 

cancer cells and can be adapted to 

different types of cancer



Action mechanism of antisense polymorphic RNA 

(fRNA)

Slide 45

1. The Principle of Selective Specific Hybridization of Acylated RNA with 

 its Predecessors

denaturation succinylation

hybridization hybridization

A+B

A B succA succB

succA + A succB + B

+
+



The principle of substituting hydrogen bonds in   

RNA in hybridization with ionic bonds, which are 

inaccessible to helicase and nuclease 

Slide 46



The principle of obtaining the anti-cancer drug 

nuclimid based on antisense RNA

Slide 47

Yeast tRNA

nuclease acylated

Dynamic fRNA



The principle of the activity of the anti-cancer 

drug nuclimid based on antisense RNA

Slide 48

Cancer tRNA Nuclimid (fRNA) tRNA inactivation through 

its hybridization with 

Nuclimid (dynamic fRNA)

+



Polyribosome

mRNA

Translated protein

Fragment m-RNA- fRNA

Blockage of protein’s  

translation

Polyribosome and mRNA mechanism in action

49



Cancer cellsNoncancerous cells

Selective accumulation fRNA                      

in cancer cells
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Cancer cellsNoncancerous cells

Apoptosis of cancer cells  by fRNA 
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fRNA efficacy in vitro 

(Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC)

52



The fRNA influences the dynamics of the 

tumor node growth 
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IP and Publications

IP:

1. Modified anti-complementary oligonucleotides with anti-cancer 
properties and methods for their production. WO 2012070965 
Patent IN 322269; Eurasian Patent 025625 

2. Combinatorial derivatives of RNA oligonucleotides. 
WO2018231090A1; Eurasian Patent 041558; US11,053,608 Date of 
Patent: 06.07.21

Articles:

1. Martynov, A., Didenko, G., Farber, B., Farber, S., & Cruts, O. (2017). The anticancer activity 
and immune-modulating properties of combinatorial ensemble complementary (antisense) 
microRNA (fRNA) in combination with the immunomodulator-glycoprotein lectin from B. subtilis 
B-7025. BioRxiv, 151829.

2. Martynov A., Didenko G., Farber B., Farber S., Cruts, O. The anticancer activity of antisense 
micro RNA (fRNA) in combination with the lectin from Bacillus subtilis B‐7025. Journal of 
Pharmacy and Pharmacology, 2018. DOI: 10.1111/jphp.12898 
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WO 2012070965 Patent IN 322269;

Eurasian Patent 025625;

WO2018231090A1; 

Eurasian Patent 041558; 

US11,053,608



3. Dynamic Vaccine



The mechanism of action of oral vaccines with 

partially acylated antigens

Slide 57

Native 
Antigen

Hydrolysis 

by Enzymes 

in the Entestine

Amino Acids

Monosaccharides

Acylated 
Antigen

Protected 

Oligopeptides

Absorption

in Blood

Immune

 Response

No Immune 

Response



Why 1000 proteins instead one?

Slide 58

Influenza neuraminidase, an example of different substituted derivatives combination in one volume of solution from 

nonsubstituted to completely substituted derivatives (remains of succinic acid are marked green) in different combinations. At 216 

donor groups available for acylation the quantity of variants at 10-30 % substitution will make 2216
. At least one compound 

from this variety will match the receptor or predict actual vaccines antigen.



Main idea for dynamic vaccines

Slide 59



Dependence between the titer of induced specific 

antibodies and the level of acylation of a solution 

of high-molecular acylated pseudomonas antigen

Slide 60



Newcastle virus vaccine

Slide 61

Antigen The degree of 

modification, %

Induced titer of neutralizing 

antibodies (1: X), X *

VА (full virion) 0 10

1 100

3 5000

5 10000
7 5000

9 2500

11 75

13 75

15 25

SA (single 

antigen)

0 10

1 50

3 100

5 10000
7 100

9 50

11 25

13 25

15 -

Dependence of the immunogenicity of binary covalently modified antigens of the Newcastle disease virus from the degree of 

modification using whole virions and a single surface protein as an example.

P <0.05; * - differences from control are statistically significant



WO2019212378A1; 

EP 040473; 

US11213579

IP -  Vaccines with enhanced immunogenicity



4. Dynamic peroral insulin



Dynamic Insulin

Slide 64

Black bars show places of insulin hydrolysis, when it is treated with pepsin: only seven peptides 

are produced, the amino group that should be attacked by anhydride are shown by black arrows 

(the number of groups available for acylation-n = 17). 



Principle of creation and structure of dynamic insulin

Slide 65



The effect of dynamic insulin on after-load glucose level in blood of rats with 

alloxan diabetes

Slide 66



Publication

Slide 67

Martynov, A. V., Bomko, T. V., Nosalskaya, T. N., Farber, B. S., & Farber, S. B. 

(2012). Oral long-acting pharmaceutical form of insulin on the basis of self-

organizing kvasi-living system of combinatorial peptides. AMI, (2), 64-70.



IP:
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WO2013100793

Patent EA023447



5. Dynamic Antibiotics



Dynamic antibiotics (on the example of polymyxin)
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Dynamic antibiotics (on the example of tetracyclin)
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Dynamic antibiotics (on the example of gentamycin)

Slide 72



Table Antibacterial and fungistatic activity of dynamic 

antibiotics based on  MIC, μg / ml (IV-polymyxin)

Slide 73

Strains of microorganisms *

Connectio

n number

S.aureus

IMI res3

E.coli 

IMI 

res3

S.flexne

ri IMI 

res3

B.antracoides 

IMI res3

P.aeruginosa 

IMI res3

P.vulgaris 

IMI res3

C.albicans 

res3 IMI

M.anosum 

IMI res3

T.mentagraphyt

es IMI res3

A.niger IMI 

res3

IV 3,12 3,12 6,25 6,25 250 250 - 250 250 250

VII 3,12 3,12 3,12 6,25 6,25 - - - - -

IX 3,12 3,12 3,12 6,25 6,25 - - 250 - -

X 6,25 6,25 6,25 6,25 12,5 250 - - - -

XI 6,25 6,25 6,25 6,25 12,5 250 - - - -

XII 3,12 3,12 3,12 3,12 3,12 3,12 - - - -

XIII 6,25 6,25 6,25 6,25 3,12 6,25 - - - -

XIV 6,25 6,25 6,25 3,12 6,25 6,25 - - - -

XV - - - - - - 31,25 31,25 31,25 31,25

XVI 3,12 3,12 3,12 250 12,5 3,12 - - - -

XVII - - - - - - 31,25 31,25 31,25 31,25

XVIII 6,25 6,25 6,25 6,25 12,5 6,25 31,25 250 250 250

XIX 6,25 6,25 6,25 6,25 3,12 6,25 31,25 250 250 250

XX 3,12 3,12 3,12 3,12 3,12 3,12 250 250 250 250

Etacridine 31,2 125 - - - - 62,5 62,5 16,2 62,5

Notes: - - does not have activity in a dose of up to 500 mcg / ml; * - the initial unmodified derivatives 

of antibiotics did not affect the growth of these strains even at doses higher than 500 μg / ml.



IP:

Slide 74

WO2018231091

US Patent Application 20210171577

EA Patent 041424



6. Dynamic hemostatic drug 

Gemma



Dynamic hemostatic drug Gemma

Slide 76



Slide 77

Substance The basis n Wound Area * (S)

 during the observation, cm2 (M ± m)

1-3 

days

3-6 

days

6-9

days

9-11 days 11-13 days

К2К Combinatorial binary cellulose

derivative

10 4,2±0,6 1,2±0,2 0,2±0,1 - -

К1К Combinatorial binary starch

derivative

10 4,2±0,6 1,8±0,2 0,6±0,2 0,4±0,1 -

Celox Chitosan 10 4,0±1,1 3,5±0,3 2,6±0,4 1,2±0,3 0,3±0,1

Control - 8 4,0±0,6 3,6±0,6 2,6±0,6 1,5±0,5 0,5±0,2

Table . Rat wound healing in rats under the influence of compositions K1K and K2K (Gemma)

* P⋜0,05  As can be seen from table 2, the wounds in animals were almost 2 times faster to heal, the wounds of which were treated with 

K2K composition (from 13 to 6 days), while the efficiency of the control sample Celox did not differ from the control. Wound 

epithelization was initiated already on the second day after application of the composition.



The effect of the drug "K1K" and "K2K" on the time of blood coagulation

Slide 78

The shortening of the time to stop bleeding 

based on a standard spleen injuries was 

maximum when testing the materials “K1K”, 

“K2K” and was 3.43-3.55 times (p <0.001) less 

than the control and 2.80-2.89 times ( p <0.05) 

The hygroscopicity of the K1K and K2K 

materials was 78.62 ± 2.18 ml / g (p≤0.05) 

and 88.3 ± 2.11 ml / g (p≤0.05), 

respectively. The minimum sorption 

properties were noted in the “Celox” is 5.63 

± 1.21 ml / g 

Sorption activity of "K1K" and "K2K"



IP:
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WO2018231089

US Patent application US20210361696

EA Patent 042207 



7. SUPRAMOLECULAR SYSTEMS BASED 

ON DYNAMIC SELF-ORGANIZING

NANOSTRUCTURES WITH ANTIVIRAL 

PROPERTIES



SUPRAMOLECULAR SYSTEMS BASED ON DYNAMIC SELF-ORGANIZING

NANOSTRUCTURES WITH ANTIVIRAL PROPERTIES

Slide 81



Dynamization of dipyridamole

Slide 82



Nucleotide-like self-recognition structures in 

nanoparticles

Slide 83
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Initial riboflavin and dynamic riboflavin 

(RP-HPLC)
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Dynamization of dipyridamole (DDD)

Slide 86



Initial dipyridamole and dynamic derivative (DDD)

 (RP-HPLC)

Slide 87



Antiviral DDD effectivity in ovo for influenza H1N1

Slide 88

Group The concentration of the 

DDD drug (mcg / mL)

Viruses titer

(lg TCA 50/мл)

Minimum*

effective 

concentration 

(IEC mcg / ml)experiment control

Control (0.9% sodium 

chloride solution was 

injected)

- 12 12 -

Experienced 50±5 0 12

0,0055±1 0 12

0,5±0,05 1 12

0,05±0,005 2 12

0,005±0,0005 5 12

0,0005±0,00005 10 12

*Effective DDD concentration in the in Ovo influenza infection model



IP:
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Patent US11160878

Patent EA 043514 



Dynamic Systems-patterns of a System Evolutions

To survive, the rate of Patogen 

Microorganisms “innovations” is faster 

than the rate of new classical drug 

development.

This is time to find another Dynamic 

way to fight  Patogen Microorganisms
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 Optimistic vision of a new approach 

  to the design and synthesis of drugs 

It will help millions people to survive

Slide 92

Dr. Boris Farber CEO

Dr. Artur Martynov
drfarber@nanoigel.com

Noigel, LLC

TRIZ Biopharma, LLC

Farber’s Center for Academic Success

mailto:drfarber@nanoigel.com
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